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Abstract— The expression of thousands of genes can be monitored in parallel with the help of the Microarray
Technique. Clustering methods have become a key step in microarray data analysis because it can identify groups of
genes or samples displaying a similar expression profile. The clustering approach used here is the Fuzzy C means
method in which one gene or one piece of data can belong to more than one cluster. Clustering co-expressed genes
usually requires the definition of ‘distance’ or ‘similarity’ between measured datasets, the most common choices being
Pearson correlation or Euclidean distance. Here we use mutual information i.e. nonlinear distance measurement in
cluster analysis and visualization of large-scale gene expression data. Noise can be present in the gene expression
data. The noise in data would affect the clustering results. Noise can be removed from gene expression data by a
simple denoising scheme called Emperical Mode Decomposition(EMD. FCM method is combined with EMD for
clustering microarray data in order to reduce the effect of noise. . The results shows the clustering structures of denoised data are more reasonable and genes have tighter association with their clusters. After obtaining the results i.e.
with EMD and without EMD, the validation has been done based based on KEGG pathways. The aim is to determine
whether the clusters produced by the different dissimilarity measures are enriched with KEGG pathways.
Keywords— Microarray data Clustering, fuzzy C-means method, Emperical Mode Decomposition, Intrinsic mode
functions, KEGG pathway
I. INTRODUCTION
Cluster analysis or clustering is the task of grouping a set of objects in such a way that objects in the same group
(called cluster) are more similar (in some sense or another) to each other than to those in other groups (clusters). Since
the work of Eisen and Colleagues, [1] cluster algorithms generally aim at grouping objects according to some notion of
similarity. For microarray data [2], clustering may be applied to the genes whose expression levels are measured, with
the expectation that functionally related or co–regulated genes will show similar expression patterns [3,4]. None of the
existing clustering algorithms perform significantly better than the others when tested across multiple datasets as
microarray datasets tend to have very diverse structures. Some even do not have well defined clustering structures due to
the complex nature of biological systems [5]. Among different approaches of clustering, fuzzy C-means (FCM) method
is an efficient one [6]. In this method one gene or one piece of data can belong to more than one cluster unlike in hard
clustering where a gene strictly belongs to one cluster.
Clustering co-expressed genes calculates ‗distance‘ or ‗similarity‘ between measured datasets using linear distance
measurement like Pearson correlation or Euclidean distance[7,8] . Information theory based approach, the mutual
information[9], also provides a general measure of dependencies between datasets. Here this approach is applied to
determine the dependencies between datasets.
However, microarray data contains noise and the noise would affect clustering results. EMD, Emperical Mode
Decomposition [10] can be used to remove noise from micro array data. The key feature of EMD is to decompose a
signal into intrinsic mode function. There is some difficulties in EMD algorithm. These drawbacks can be overcome with
modified algorithm [11]. Most noisy IMFs are considered as noise in the signal. If these noisy IMFs are removed from
the raw data, the trend component can be obtained [12]. The trend can be used as denoised data to perform clustering
analysis. FCM method is combined with EMD for clustering microarray data in order to reduce the effect of noise [13].
Once the clustering results are obtained KEGG pathway enrichment analysis can be conducted to validate the clustering
results.
In this paper, here we used partial dataset which is extracted from a yeast cell cycle dataset generated by Spellman et al
1998 [14]. The dataset has 500 genes at 12 different conditions. Here instead of using the entire dataset which contains
4382 genes, a partial dataset which has 500 genes is used for clustering because of the variability of the data due to noise
across the different condition. This may lead to convergence problems in Fuzzy C Means clustering algorithm. We
applied the modified EMD algorithm to remove the noise [11]. Then FCM method is combined with this modified EMD
algorithm to get better results. To calculate ‗distance‘ or ‗similarity‘ we used both linear and nonlinear measure of
dependencies. After getting the clustering results, KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes)
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pathwayenrichment analysis is done to validate the clustering results. Here KEGG pathway enrichment analysis is done
by using a software called EXPANDER [15,16].
II. METHODS
A. Empirical Mode Decomposition:
The empirical mode decomposition method was proposed by Huang et al. [11] and it was originally designed for
nonlinear and non-stationary data analysis. Here, we give a brief introduction of EMDs [10,11]. EMD decomposes a time
series into components which are called Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMFs) and a final residue is called ‗trend‘. Here
intrinsic mode functions are considered as noise in microarray data and the trend as the de-noised data which we used for
clustering analysis. Suppose a signal, X(t), the IMFs are found by an iterative procedure called sifting algorithm which is
composed of the following steps:
(a) Find all the local maxima and local minima
(b) Compute the corresponding interpolating signals M(t) and m(t).These signals are the upper and lower envelopes of
the signal.
(c) Let e(t)= (M(t)+m(t))/2
(d) Subtract e(t) from the signal: x(t):=x(t)-e(t)
(e) Return to step (a)—stop when X(t) remains nearly unchanged.
(f) Once we obtain an IMF, f(t), remove it from the signal x(t):=x(t)-f(t) and return to (a) if x(t) has more than one
extremum (neither a constant nor a trend).
The number of extrema should decrease when going from one IMF to the next, and the whole decomposition is
expected to be completed with a finite number of IMFs.
An intrinsic mode function is defined by two conditions:
(i) The numbers of extreme values and zero-crossings must be either equal or differ at most by one in the whole time
series.
(ii) The mean value of the envelopes defined by local maxima and local minima is zero.
If the conditions of IMF are not satisfied after one iteration of aforementioned procedure, the same procedure is applied
to the residue signal until properties of IMF are satisfied.
A.1. Some attempts to get a better algorithm
A.1.1. The mean envelope removal
This is an important aspect of the algorithm [10], since we may be adding a non-existing component that can
distort the actual IMF and will appear in, at least, one of the following IMFs. To attenuate this we modified step (d) by
introducing a step size (0≤ α ≤1) : x(t) =x(t)-αe(t). This increases the iteration time , but the algorithm becomes more
reliable.
A.1.2. The stopping criterion
To state a stopping criterion in the sifting procedure, a resolution factor is defined which is the ratio between the
energy of the signal at the beginning of the sifting, x(t) and the energy of average of the envelopes, e(t). If the ratio grows
above the allowed resolution, then the IMF computation must stop. This criterion gives a scale independent stopping way,
as opposed to criteria based on iteration count.
B. Fuzzy C-means algorithm
Fuzzy C-means Clustering allows on data to belong to two or more clusters. Any clustering algorithm
develops a membership matrix that would describe the association of all the genes in the dataset with a specified number
of clusters, The order of the membership matrix is K x N where K is the number of clusters and N is the number of
genes.. The matrix may be represented as U= , where k = 1, ... , K and j = 1, ... , N. The following conditions holds
good on U, 0

The data used for clustering is gene

expression data where rows correspond to genes and the columns correspond to samples. The membership value
close to 1 indicates that gene j is strongly associated to cluster k and
The
clustering algorithm used here is fuzzy C-means (FCM) algorithm [13]. The final membership matrix U and the final
cluster centroid vector 𝐶 are obtained after the convergence of the FCM algorithm i.e. minimization of the objective
function. The highest membership value of a gene tells the cluster to which it belongs to. The algorithm is as follows:
J(K,m)=
Where
)…..(2)

=
….. (3)

For a given gene j, the sum of membership values for each of the clusters should satisfy the following equation
…… (4)
The initiation of the algorithm requires the predetermination of the cluster number K the fuzziness parameter m and the
initial cluster centroid. The cluster centroids are calculated from (3). New membership values are calculated from
……. (5)
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Iterative calculations based on Eqs. (2), (3), and (5) are then performed until the stop criterion is reached, i.e.,
minimization of objective function i.e Eq. (1).
C. Mutual Information: Detecting and evaluating dependencies between variables:
The Mutual information (MI) provides a general measure for dependencies in the data, in particular, positive,
negative and nonlinear correlations. It is a well known measure in information theory that has been used to analyze geneexpression data. The used MI measure requires the expression patterns to be represented by discrete random variables.
C.1. Kernel density estimation:
Kernel density estimation is an effective algorithm for estimating the mutual information between two variables.
With a generalized weight or kernel function K(x) the kernel density estimator fˆ(x) is given by,
……….(1)
The parameter h is called smoothing parameter or window width and the kernel function K(x) is required to be a
(normalized) probability density. It may be easily verified that in this case fˆ itself is a probability density. Further, fˆ will
inherit all the continuity and differentiability properties of the kernel K. For simplicity we focus on the Gaussian kernel.
The density estimate then reads:
C.2. Estimating the mutual information:
The mutual information I (X, Y ) is a functional of probability densities. Thus an obvious way to find an estimate for
I (X, Y ) is to find estimates of the densities and then to substitute these into the required integral. By kernel estimation
we obtain probability densities only. Remarkably enough, the discretization of the (x, y)-plane into infinitesimal bins of
size ΔV = Δx Δy corresponds to the continuous form of the mutual information.
……(3)
To evaluate Equation , we have to integrate over a smooth function. The choice of the integration steps Δx and Δy
could thus be based entirely on standard procedures for numerical integration.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Testing
Here we used the partial dataset extracted from a yeast cell cycle dataset generated by Spellman et al 1998 [14].
The dataset has 500 genes at 12 different conditions. Modified EMD algorithm is used to remove the noise [10]. Then
FCM method is combined with this modified EMD algorithim. To calculate ‗distance‘ or ‗similarity‘ between measured
datasets we used both linear (Euclidean distance) and nonlinear (Mutual Information) measure of dependencies. After
getting the clustering results with EMD and without EMD for both linear and nonlinear dependency measure, KEGG
(Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) pathway enrichment analysis is done to validate the clustering results.
Here KEGG pathway enrichment analysis is done by using a software called EXPANDER [15,16]. The m value used in
the clustering algorithm is 1.3 and the number of clusters is 10 in linear measure and 8 in nonlinear measure. This
increases the iteration time, For the present problem the best value for α found by trial and error method is 0.6.
B.Enrichment Analysis
B.1. Results for linear measure [without EMD]

Fig. 1 Enriched pathways for different clusters [without EMD]
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TABLE I: Pathway Enrichment table before EMD

B.2 Results for linear measure [with EMD]
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Fig. 2 Enriched pathways for different clusters [with EMD]
TABLE II: Pathway Enrichment table after EMD

B.3 Results for nonlinear measure [without EMD]

Fig. 3 Enriched pathways for different clusters [without EMD]
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TABLE III: Pathway Enrichment table before EMD

B.4 Results for nonlinear measure [with EMD]

Fig. 4 Enriched pathways for different clusters [with EMD]
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TABLE IV: Pathway Enrichment table after EMD

B. Discussion
Higher the number of genes associated to a pathway better is the enrichment of that pathway. Secondly, a lower
value of corrected ‗p‘ value ensures a much better enrichment. From the tables I and II (pathway enrichment table
without EMD and pathway enrichment table with EMD) it can be observed that the number of genes that are associated
to the pathway Cell cycle yeast is 42 in cluster 10 in table II (i.e with EMD) with a corrected p value of 6.92E-16 where
it is only 13 in cluster 9 with a corrected p value 2.25E-9,10 in cluster 5 with a corrected p value of 6.41E-7 and 7 in
cluster 4 with a corrected p value of 0.0089 in table I (i.e without EMD).This shows an excellent enrichment in the
pathway cell cycle yeast after EMD. From the table I and table II we can say that other pathways are excellently enriched.
But in nonlinear case we are getting better result in case of without EMD. There is very small decrease in p-value in case
of ‗with EMD‘. For DNA replication p-value is 0.335 [without EMD] and 0.0023[with EMD]. Only in case of Steroid
Biosynthesis no of genes are increasing in ‗with EMD‘ case. Many pathways are not enriched in case of ‗with EMD‘ as
we can see from KEGG pathway analysis [Table III and Table IV]. As we are de-noising the data, linear dependencies
between the genes are increasing rather than nonlinear dependencies. Therefore we are getting better clustering results in
linear measure for both with EMD and without EMD rather than nonlinear measure for ‗with EMD‘ and ‗without EMD‘.
A comparative study between linear and nonlinear measure [without EMD] are given below
TABLE V: Comparative Study for linear & nonlinear[without EMD]
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From table V we can see that for cell cycle yeast, we are getting better corrected p-value (3.79E-09) for without EMD in
nonlinear case. It decreased than that of the linear case (0.0089). The group of genes which are related to cluster 4 in
nonlinear case (without EMD) are not associated with the cluster 4 in linear case (without EMD). And the no of genes are
also greater in nonlinear case (without EMD). So some extent we are getting better enrichment in the pathway cell cycle
yeast.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Fuzzy C Means clustering algorithm which incorporates the concept of Emperical Mode Decomposition for noise
removal is explained. We introduced the EMD method here to remove noise in microarray data [1] . However, the
number of times for this noise removal is still uncertain. When the signal becomes smooth, we consider noise has been
removed, but this may not be sufficiently precise. Another problem is that the more times we denoise the more
information we would lose in microarray data. So determination of the number of times of denoising is still a problem.
Clustering results of raw data and of denoised data are validated using KEGG pathway enrichment studies and the studies
propose that the clustering results of denoised data are better when compared to the clustering results of raw data for
linear measure. Clustering results of denoised data after EMD are not so better than that of the clustering results of raw
data in non linear measure. As we are denoising the data, linear dependencies between the genes are increasing rather
than nonlinear dependencies. Therefore we are getting better clustering results in linear measure for both with EMD and
without EMD.
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